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About This Game
Plastic PlayGround is a fast paced, team based, LAN multiplayer first-person shooter. In PPG you play as everyones favorite
toy only this time you get to run, jump, jetpack, grapple, and fly. The goal is to capture as many control points as you can while
eliminating and evading hostile toys from the enemy team.
Note from the developer:
This project was taken from concept to completion over the course of five months as part of Full Sail’s Game Development
program. What started as a final project turned into a passion project and so much more. We hope you enjoy playing it as much
as we have making it. We hope to hear your feedback and will try to answer everyone back. -Ryan
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Title: Plastic Playground
Genre: Action, Free to Play
Developer:
Tomorrow Arts
Publisher:
GP Games
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2016

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7+
Memory: 8 GB RAM
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 2 GB available space
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i have been playing for 3 week and had no problems i loved this game when i was a kid best grinder mmo but fix up the bugs all
and all really good game if you are bored. Good game took me an hour to play though I wish there was more to it but I liked it.. i
love this software so far. But there no male character from kumakuma.
i hope workshop grow for get some resource. Get Gas Guzzlers Extreme instead.
Death Track Resurrection is just a broken game..
這完全就是一個做死的節奏
整個遊戲竟然還沒有一個熱鍵
螢幕解析度只有1980 和1280。。。?
不知道那個奇才研發出來的神作=. I'm sitting in the middle on this one. Made from a small indie team they certainly did a decent job.
Probably the best story ever in TD game. However, some small issues can make the game somewhat tedious.
There is no speed up button. But in saying this a lot of the maps are covered by fog of war so that until you place a tower you
cannot see. This makes the hardest difficulty quite interesting and therefor you probably don't want to speed things up.
Slightly different towers, but not a very good variety. Decent amount of levels and the challenge is what you expect. Normal is
pretty easy and hard can be fairly hard. However, you can let quite a few enemies get through as your memory (think defense
grid cores) is one collective. So you can pass the level even if say 15 guys get through. As long as your memory has the tiniest
bit of health left, no problem.
Personally i would recommend for TD junkies only and or people that enjoy a somewhat decent story. (Nothing major but i
found it quite interesting after finishing hard mode on all the levels.
Price isn't too bad, so if you see on sale and you enjoy TD games i'd say grab it.. This game is so broken and bad in so many
ways.
Games like this does not deserve to even be in Early access.
I requested my refund and am waiting.
Do NOT waste your money on this!. This is an excellent approximation of what it would be like to play poker against a series of
children with ADD and only a basic grasp of the rules. All-ins pre-flop are routinely called by the computer player holding 4-6
off. 2-7 off is a must raise hand. It's impossible to put your opponents on anything as they basically play mostly randomly. Don't
buy this game if you like poker.. Defense Tower. An amazing adventure! Fully set up for use in Fantasy Grounds, Out of the
Abyss is the finest module released by Wizards of the Coast to date. Getting started is very easy and everything you need to play
is included.
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I do not own the board game and have never played the physical game which is much more expensive than this game. By
looking at videos of game play with the physical game, I was able to piece together the interface on this e-version, and look
forward to playing it online. But without the physcial game videos as a reference I would have been lost. This computer
interface does not capture the elegance of the game itself.
But after this hurdle, I think this e-version is very servicable. You can play against the AI or hot-seat which is great, or you can
search for players online which is limited. I'm happy this version exists even though it could have been executed better. Without
it, I would not have become aware of the game.
The game itself is a little heavy and stiff -- more like a puzzle and definitely not something to pick up to unwind, at least for me.
However, I look foward to learning how the different stats and powers of each race interact and affect strategy. Lots of
replayability -- the kind of game you think about after you close it for the night.
As I began this review, "No" was checked, but at the last minute changed to a "yes.". First and foremost I was following the
development of this game for quite some time. It caught my eye and I was really interested in it. I understand that the game has
a small team but it was in development for two years and is now released as early access. Generally that is a death sentence for
indie games because all the hype is lost and leaves a bad taste in the players mouth to have a not even 1/8th finished game. At its
current state I don't believe its worth it, and even if it did get to that point it would not have enough traction to kick-off. Not to
mention the fact that people with equivalent resources have made complete games with 7 day game jam competitions.
What you get right now:
Buggy lobbies
Desyncing
Few game modes
Few power ups
Shoddy controls
A map maker that barely functions
Buggy UI

Save your money. If this game is up your alley follow it and wish-list it. At its current state it is nowhere near completed.. Was
fun for the first few rounds. Once you acquire the best combination of pets it's just the same thing repeated, but each round
takes longer than the last.
Also requires more clicking than is probably healthy.. Honestly, this game is not good.
It was in sale and i regret it.
x)
. The game is gud
The characters are gud
Matty is gud
Praise Matty
Gud Kewt
Gud Gaem
Gud Spin-off
10/10 does not deserve ban.. best little one dev game ive played in a very very long time support the dev so he can make more
and better. You're making me smile like my smile is the neck of that crazy little neck growing doggy from undertale. Strait up
off the screen then popping up out of the bottom. I forgive the fabricator for eating my first rifle. <3. A colorful one but it has
pretty dark theme despite what the developers say haha. Not for everyone. There's two ways you can play this - either logically
deducing the answer or brute forcing. The sound track and voice acting is pretty nice too. The characters are interesting and
none of them bore you.. Star Trek: Bridge Crew is my favorite VR game ever. It's also one of my favorite games ever. The
mechanics are simple and the singleplayer is lack luster, but the game shines with multiplayer. Being a captain and commanding
your own spaceship feels so rewarding. This game also has cross platform support. PC can play with Play Station and Vive can
play with Oculus. This is the ideal game to bring people together. I've had games where the captain wanted to be serious and I've
had games where everyone was just ♥♥♥♥ing around having fun. Both experiences are fun. Should you buy a VR headset just
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for this game? No. But if you have a VR headset I'd defiantly get this game.. Its not overly complicated and easy to use . I would
recommend this to anyone trying to start to learn how to edit videos.
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